RED HAT TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
System Administration Training Paths

Red Hat Training has offered Linux system administration courses and certifications for over a decade. With the
release of Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 6, we will continue
to offer a job-relevant, hands-on training curriculum; a
robust, performance-based certification program; and
a consistent training experience worldwide. That means
listening to our customers, listening to the market, and
taking into account developments in the job roles and
backgrounds of those administering and working with
Red Hat Enterprise Linux today.
Prescriptive training paths for expanded
IT audiences
Whether your team requires an accelerated transition
from Solaris or to get experienced Windows administrators trained with the corresponding Linux skills, Red Hat
offers multiple training paths for wider variance of student
skill sets. Unlike most vendors, we orient our training and
certifications around real world job roles and tasks. This
ensures Red Hat training has the right training path for
your and your company’s needs.
Industry-leading, role-based training
Red Hat uses the best-of-breed contemporary teaching
approach to ensure maximum skills transfer and retention.
This includes courses that actively engage students in taskfocused activities, lab-based knowledge checks, and facilitative discussions. In addition, our course materials provide
job aids, exercise reinforcement, and task-based reference
material. Industry leading, role-based training can increase
a company’s return on investment and an IT professional’s
productivity.
Certification programs align with
today’s marketplace
Red Hat is pleased to announce an addition to its lineup
of performance-based certifications — Red Hat Certified
System Administrator (RHCSA™). The new RHCSA credential aligns with the skills required for today’s enterprise
system administrators. As with all Red Hat certification
exams, the RHCSA exam continues the practice of benchmarking the skills of IT professionals through hands-on
assessments.

RED HAT CERTIFICATIONS
Red Hat’s performance-based certifications are among the
most highly regarded in the IT industry. It’s success stems
from a solid track record of benchmarking and hands-on skills
assessment.
A Red Hat Certified System Administrator (RHCSA)
certification is earned by passing a hands-on, lab-based
exam that covers the core system administration skills
required in Red Hat Enterprise Linux environments.
Red Hat Certified Engineer (RHCE) is earned by a
Red Hat Certified System Administrator (RHCSA)
who has demonstrated the knowledge, skill and ability
required of a senior system administrator responsible
for Red Hat Enterprise Linux systems.
Learn more about the complete portfolio of Red Hat
certifications at redhat.com/certification.

System Administration Training Courses
Red Hat System Administration I (RH124) is designed
for IT professionals who are new to Linux and require core
Red Hat Enterprise Linux skills. Focusing on administration tasks that will be encountered in the workplace, students will learn to perform installations, establish network
connectivity, manage physical storage, and perform basic
security administration. This course builds on students’
existing technical knowledge by focusing on GUI-based
tools, while still covering key command line concepts.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/rh124.
Red Hat System Administration II with RHCSA Exam
(RH135) is a followup to System Administration I and
builds on the foundation of command line skills covered
in the first course. At the completion of this course
designed for IT professionals working to become fulltime enterprise Linux system administrators, students
will be able to administer and troubleshoot file systems
and partitioning, logical volume management, access
control, and package management. Students who complete Red Hat System Administration I & II will be fully prepared to take the Red Hat Certified System Administration
(RHCSA) exam. This course includes the RHCSA exam.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/rh135.
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RHCSA Rapid Track Course with Exam (RH200) is
designed for experienced Linux system administrators
who already have solid command line skills and know
how to access man pages for help. Students will learn
to properly manage a Linux server, including installation
and configuration of local components and services, as
well as connections to existing network services. At the
completion of the course, students will be adequately prepared to take the Red Hat Certified System Administration
(RHCSA) exam. This course includes the RHCSA exam.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/rh200.
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Red Hat System Administration III with RHCSA and
RHCE Exams (RH255) is designed for experienced Linux
administrators with RHCT/RHCSA or equivalent skills who
require networking and security administration skills. This
course focuses on automation skills to securely configure, deploy, and manage network services, including DNS,
Apache, SMTP, and network file sharing. In addition, there
is emphasis on security, including monitoring, packet filtering, access controls, and SELinux. This course includes the
RHCSA and RHCE exams.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/rh255.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux for Solaris Administrators
(RH290) is designed as a preface to the RHCE Rapid Track
course. It quickly and efficiently covers many of the handson, practical skills needed when transitioning from Solaris
to Red Hat Enterprise Linux. It focuses on the differences
between the two operating systems, covering Red Hat
Enterprise Linux equivalents to Solaris-specific technologies, like applying software patches, automated deployment with Jumpstart, and advanced filesystem features.
In addition, the course demonstrates how to use RPM,
yum, Red Hat Network (RHN), and Kickstart to manage
your environment.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/rh290.
RHCE Rapid Track Course with RHCSA and RHCE Exams
(RH300) is designed for senior Linux system administrators who want to validate their competencies by earning the RHCSA and RHCE credentials. This is a fast-paced
review course that combines the RHCSA Fast Track Course
(RH199) and System Administration III (RH254) courses,
normally eight days of training, into a single four-day
course. By the end of this course, senior Linux administrator students will be exposed to all the intermediate and
advanced competencies tested by the RHCSA and RHCE
exams, which are included with this course.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/rh300.
Ways to train
Whether you need to train a team of IT professionals, or
just yourself, Red Hat offers a variety of learning styles,
delivery methods, certifications, savings programs, and
customized solutions to maximize return on your Red Hat
Enterprise investment.
Classroom training
Red Hat offers a robust six-month schedule of classroom
training in more then 40 training locations across North
America. That convenience, combined with our highquality classroom experience and instructor expertise,
helps ensure companies and individuals will achieve their
training goals.

Remote classroom training
Red Hat remote classroom offers high-definition classroom training experience—without the travel. Each remote
Red Hat-authorized training classroom incorporates continuous two-way video, audio enhanced class participation,
and facilitated question-and-answer feedback with
the instructor.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/remote_classroom.
Virtual training
The flexibility of Red Hat virtual training courses allows
IT professionals and companies alike to experience the
same industry-leading classroom training while maintaining a partial work schedule and achieving cost savings
objectives. This is live, instructor-led training that can
be attended from the convenience of an office or home.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/virtual_training.
Onsite training
Training teams together is a proven way for IT staff to
maximize the performance, savings, and management of
Red Hat Enterprise technologies. Available for the entire
Red Hat training portfolio, onsite training also provides
the option of customizing the course content to meet
specific training requirements.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/onsite_training.
Lock in the savings
Skills bundles
You can bundle multiple classes to quickly acquire in-depth
knowledge, or you can just bundle an expertise exam with
the corresponding course. Whatever your needs are, creating a customized bundle is a cost-effective solution for IT
professionals.
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/skills_bundle.

¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/classroom_training.
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Multi-Student discount

Ready to Train?

Training together is a proven way for you or your IT staff
to maximize performance and savings. Qualify for volume
savings when enrolling up to five students from the same
company in the same open enrollment class.

Contact a training specialist

¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/
multi_student_discount.

Red Hat training is a critical strategy that helps companies realize the full potential of their IT teams and Red Hat
enterprise technology. Contact a member of our sales team
or a Red Hat training specialist for assistance designing
a training path that is right for you needs.

Training units

Find information online

Red Hat Training Units (TUs) offer your organization a
simple way to purchase training while locking in savings up
front. TUs are pre-paid credits that can be redeemed for
all courses and methods of training, including onsites. The
more you purchase, the greater the discount. They provide your company the flexibility, versatility, and savings
options to keep your IT organization running at optimal
performance.

Check out redhat.com/training to explore the entire
Red Hat portfolio of training courses and certifications.
There you can download a training catalog, course
datasheet, read a whitepaper, watch a taste of training
video and more.

• Easy to purchase with subscriptions and individually
• Simple to administer, decreasing the need for expense
reimbursement
• Eliminates the need to purchase training ad hoc
• Can be used for up to 12 months after purchase
• Can be redeemed for any Red Hat training course,
exam, or training method
• Use unallocated budget effectively
¬ Learn more at redhat.com/explore/training_units.
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